DUMAS
THE STORY OF ALEXANRE DUMAS AND AUGUSTE MAQUET
At the height of Alexandre Dumas’ collaboration with his ghostwriter Auguste Maquet, Maquet pretends to be Dumas to seduce Charlotte, an admirer of the illustrious novelist. Confrontation between the two men is inevitable...
INTERVIEW WITH SAFY NEBBOU

How did you get involved in this project?

Safy Nebbou: I’ve been reading Alexandre Dumas since I was a teenager and I love how powerful his writing is. And I knew that he had a ghostwriter, Auguste Maquet. I was working on another subject when this project came to me from producers Frank Le Wita and Marc de Bayser, through Jean-François Gabard, my agent, and screenwriter Gilles Taurand, who Film Oblige had hired to adapt “SIGNÉ DUMAS”, the stage play by Cyril Gély and Eric Rouquette, which had been very popular back in 2003. Even though I was a little hesitant at the idea of doing a period piece with costumes, I was instantly taken by the script of this adaptation. Things were very natural between us. We worked on the script’s structure with great joy and freedom. Gilles’ dialogue breathed life into the script, gave it a modern feel and a sense of truth that blew me away.

The adaptation. Things were very natural between us. We worked on the script’s structure with great joy and freedom. Gilles’ dialogue breathed life into the script, gave it a modern feel and a sense of truth that blew me away.

How do you see the two characters?

One, Maquet, has the profile of a hardworking, industrious pencil-pusher who sees himself up on the inside. The other, Dumas, has a genius for giving form to his text and ideas. He creates easily and enjoys it, as we see in the scene where his pages blow away in the dunes. How do you think Maquet’s personal drama is his boundless admiration for Dumas, and everyone knows that admiration, when it leads to imitation and self-effacement, is an explosive mix of love and hate. He’ll never actually sign a writing contract, and he’ll never succeed in really proving the role he played working with Dumas.

I like to think something special happened between these two men, as Dumas’ son pointed out to him, once the story behind the success was revealed.

How do you see the two characters?

Auguste Maquet is a source of creative strength for Alexandre Dumas. Without him, Dumas deserts and can’t write, like in that scene where his pages blow away in the dunes. Dumas’ son pointed out to him, once the story behind the success was revealed.

The bubbling genius of Dumas needs Maquet’s methodical rigor.

The film also speaks about the secrets of creativity, literature, writing and injustice. Maquet doesn’t have Dumas’ genius, he can spend hours and hours writing but it won’t change a thing – you can’t learn genius.

Are any of your own interests reflected in the script?

Yes, especially in the identity crisis – a theme which permeates THE GIRAFFE’S NECK and MARK OF AN ANGEL, my first two feature films. But also the “too late” obsession, not having the time to do or say things, the fear of missing out, of watching your life pass before your eyes.

Auguste Maquet doesn’t exist, he’s an illusionary unknown. Dumas is the star. But what would THE THREE MUSKETEERS or THE VICOMTE DE BRAGELONNE be today without the contribution of Auguste Maquet? The film also speaks about the secrets of creativity, literature, writing and injustice. Maquet doesn’t have Dumas’ genius, he can spend hours and hours writing but it won’t change a thing – you can’t learn genius.

How do you see the two characters?

One, Maquet, has the profile of a hardworking, industrious pencil-pusher who sees himself up on the inside. The other, Dumas, has a genius for giving form to his text and ideas. He creates easily and enjoys it, as we see in the scene where his pages blow away in the dunes. Maquet’s personal drama is his boundless admiration for Dumas, and everyone knows that admiration, when it leads to imitation and self-effacement, is an explosive mix of love and hate. He’ll never actually sign a writing contract, and he’ll never succeed in really proving the role he played working with Dumas.

I like to think something special happened between these two men, as Dumas’ son pointed out to him, once the story behind the success was revealed.

The identity swap, the ghostwriter who think he’s the author, seemed like a great idea, with great comic and tragic potential as well. Like any fiction when writing, turns out to be excellent with it in life, since he today, when you look at STAR ACADEMY or any of the reality TV shows, everyone knows that admiration, when it leads to imitation and self-effacement, is an explosive mix of love and hate. He’ll never actually sign a writing contract, and he’ll never succeed in really proving the role he played working with Dumas.

I like to think something special happened between these two men, as Dumas’ son pointed out to him, once the story behind the success was revealed.

The bubbling genius of Dumas needs Maquet’s methodical rigor.

You play with an obvious paradox: Maquet, who is a little uneasy with fiction when writing, turns out to be excellent with it in life, since he today, when you look at STAR ACADEMY or any of the reality TV shows, everyone knows that admiration, when it leads to imitation and self-effacement, is an explosive mix of love and hate. He’ll never actually sign a writing contract, and he’ll never succeed in really proving the role he played working with Dumas.

I like to think something special happened between these two men, as Dumas’ son pointed out to him, once the story behind the success was revealed.

Maquet’s personal drama is his boundless admiration for Dumas, and everyone knows that admiration, when it leads to imitation and self-effacement, is an explosive mix of love and hate. He’ll never actually sign a writing contract, and he’ll never succeed in really proving the role he played working with Dumas.

I like to think something special happened between these two men, as Dumas’ son pointed out to him, once the story behind the success was revealed.

Misled by the sign indicating Dumas’ hotel room in Trouville, Charlotte, a revolutionary trying to free her father, makes a mistake. Maquet pretends to be Dumas because he falls in love with the young woman. But also above all because no one has ever looked at him that way. No one looks at him at all, actually, and his name gets scratched out. The sweet smell of success overwhelms him. At first it’s just a game, and then he gets in over his head, caught in his own trap. Despite himself, he becomes the character of his own story, and every day he writes a new page. It’s also very narcissistic - he finally means something to someone else. Charlotte.

And that gives him wings.

The identity swap is perfectly justified by the situation of the ghostwriter, who has every reason to want to become someone else. Being a different person not only changes how he appears to others, it also allows him to experience love and passion. In the “costume” of Maquet, Dumas is so enthralled by his feelings of love becomes an ally of the revolutionary cause, which goes completely against his nature.

In that respect, DUMAS seems to draw comparisons with the times we live in today.

Today, when you look at STAR ACADEMY or any of the reality TV shows, it seems to be an end in itself. Everybody’s looking for it, everybody wants it, even if they haven’t done much to earn it. Succeeding in life necessarily means being in the limelight.

On the other hand, the need to have ideals, as personified by Charlotte, is a lot less common.

It seems, looking back, like you’re constantly fighting to avoid the clichés of period films.

My team and I didn’t want to get trapped in the history and the habitual style of a period piece. I thought we should shoot this story as if it was happening today. I admit I was a little afraid of the academic rigidity that sticks to this kind of film. So I tried to get away from that as much as possible by making myself a list of things to do: film mostly handheld, moving with the characters, avoid wide angled establishing shots, no crane shots, minimize frontal shots and cross-cutting, keep the editing pace quick and dynamic, keep the actors not to “act” the period. Choosing Stéphane Fontaine as director of photography was a part of this approach, he’d never done a historical film, and the filming...
he makes are very urban (THE BEAT THAT MY HEART SKIPPED, A PROPHET). We only had eight weeks to shoot, so we decided to use two cameras. That gave the actors the possibility of really doing the scenes together instead of getting cued off screen, and being there in action. And I could use a variety of shots without “wearing out” the actors.

You shot on location?
Yes, and I even felt like it was a blessing that we didn’t have the budget to be able to work in a studio. Studios allow you to shoot from any angle – they scare me. In the end we found freedom in the limitations, which deep down I really love. And with Cyril Gomez-Mathieu, our Production Designer and Art Director, we above all looked for the right distance from which to shoot a set, one that gave us a feeling, a mood, and lent itself to visual circulation and depth of field. Having exotic animals is an attempt to give Dumas’ world a magical, offbeat dimension by bringing in a sense of fantasy, which contrasts with the relative austerity of Maquet’s environment.

Did you have any influences?
Mostly Anglophone movies, ELISABETH by Tom Hooper or DANGEROUS LIAISONS by Stephen Frears, THE AGE OF INNOCENCE by Martin Scorsese and a few films that succeeded in being more than a period piece, like SAINT-CYR by Patricia Mazuy or QUEEN MARGOT by Patrice Chéreau. But also painters like Delacroix, Rembrandt, Vermeer… Many biographies on Dumas and the one by Henri Troyat in particular. And then of course I also reread a few of Dumas’ novels.

Choosing Gérard Depardieu to play Dumas, a man completely run by his desires, didn’t that run the risk of being redundant?
I have to admit that Gérard Depardieu as Dumas quickly became the obvious choice to everyone, but I wondered if he still wanted to take on that kind of character. And where he was at with his own desire to make films. Also, in the last few years, the Depardieu/Dumas association had become synonymous with television - I think I couldn’t quite handle that. I talked a lot with Claire Blondel, who represents Gérard at Artmedia, and I expressed my desire to work with him as well as my fears, and she reassured me quite a bit. Together with Bertrand de Labbéry, we decided to send him the script. He accepted right away, and told me what a pleasure it was for him to read, what he thought he could sink his teeth into as an actor, and about the strength of the dialogue and scenes and his desire to work with Benoît and Dominique.

Before shooting, I almost always hold reading sessions with the actors. I had done it with Benoît, Dominique and Mélanie. When I mentioned that offhandedly to Gérard, he said, “What about me?” The next day at 9 A.M. he was reading Dumas and having fun like a kid. I think I was happy but hadn’t quite grasped the idea that I was going to do a film with a legend of French film. I warned him that I would be keeping extremely close to the actors, breathing down their necks, moving with them. That the dialogue shouldn’t hold them back. But Gérard learned his lines every day:

So he was Dumas. Within minutes. I like to begin by shooting the first scene of the film. Also, I know that on a boat, we would all be in the same boat! Gérard was already overdoing it a bit with his first two lines. I went up to him and timidly whispered, “I think maybe you don’t need to act Dumas’ colorful, extravagant side so much. If you start out on too high of a note, in ten minutes everyone’s ears are going to be hurting, especially yours. Don’t forget how tremendously fond you are of Maquet…” There was a dead silence, and then he looked me deep in the eye: “You’re right, I have to stop doing Depardieu - when I see myself, I can’t take it anymore.” So he found a way to be Dumas with simplicity, without forcing it, with subtlety, sincerity and humility.
What about Benoît Poelvoorde?

I’d wanted to work with Benoît for a long time, preferably on a dramatic role. I love clowns, especially sad clowns. He’s a remarkable actor who is becoming less and less afraid of showing his vulnerability. We looked for a clear line, a sort of calm and purity.

Sometimes he couldn’t stand the minimalism I was imposing upon him any more. He looked like an alka-seltzer in a glass of water. He was holding back and at the same time he was boiling on the inside. The encounter between the two men added a lot to the film. They immediately bonded with each other, were extremely fond of one another, but I never felt left out. On the contrary, I felt inspired by their confidence and kindness.

How did you cast the female actors?

Without hesitating an instant. I’d always wanted to do a film with Dominique Blanc. I’ve liked her impeccability and her work for a long time. I offered her the role of an exuberant character. I loved the idea of leading Dominique down that path. And she did too. I wanted her to be funny, disarming, unpredictable and radiant... Dominique gave Céleste depth and vulnerability. Was Mélanie Thierry an obvious choice?

I didn’t know much about her. It was her agent, François Samuelson, who suggested I meet her. I had already seen a lot of young actresses and we’d done screen tests. I had to admit she was obviously the one. Mélanie is a fantastic actress who fills Charlotte with the spirit of a young, committed heroine. She has character and energy, and a lot of imagination too.

As for Catherine Mouchet, what a dream! Ever since she did THERESE by Alain Cavalier, I’ve wanted to work with her. She gives Caroline Maquet strength, depth and distinction and a musicality all her own. She’s an exceptional actress.

The women in the film are the ones who uphold the ideals of the revolution.

Yes, the women are the free birds. Caroline Maquet (Catherine Mouchet) has fever in her veins, not just for politics but a fever to live - she wants to have fun and feel innocent again. Charlotte Desrives (Mélanie Thierry) comes to Paris to set the world on fire and fight “her own” revolution. Céleste Scriwaneck (Dominique Blanc) is tired of keeping her mouth shut and is fed up with the cowardice of men. The women embody irreverence and freedom.

Now and then, something tragic pierces through the comedy.

Yes, DUMAS is a tragicomedy, sometimes crust as well as funny I hope – a love story and fantastic adventure. In the end, the real story is about two men and a writing partnership. Neither the Revolution nor women can break their creative alliance.

When you go to Auguste Maquet’s grave in Père-Lachaise, you can read, engraved in stone: THE THREE MUSKETEERS, THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, QUEEN MARGOT. Don’t you find that moving? Dumas is at rest in the Pantheon, Auguste Maquet in a cemetery. He wanted to make his mark and give life meaning. I find these two goals as essential as they are universal.
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He is currently working on the script for his next film, an adaptation of L'AGE BETE, by Boileau-Narcejac, with co-writer Gilles Taurand.
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**FILMOGRAPHY**

1995
PORTAIT DE PEINTRE (video documentary - short film)

1997
PEDAGOGIE (fiction - short film)

1999
LA VIE C'EST PAS UN PIQUE-NIQUE (fiction - short film)

2001
BERTZEA (fiction - short film)

2003
LEPOROA (fiction - short film)

2003
THE GIRAFFE'S NECK / LE COU DE LA GIRAFE
with Sandrine Bonnaire, Claude Rich, Louisa Pili, Darry Cowl and Maurice Chevit

2005
BIRTH / UNE NAISSANCE
(short film for ARTE, in the ENFANCES collection)
with Elsa Zylberstein and Pascal Elso

2008
MARK OF AN ANGEL / L'EMPREINTE DE L'ANGE
with Catherine Frot and Sandrine Bonnaire

2010
DUMAS / L'AUTRE DUMAS
with Gérard Depardieu, Benoît Poelvoorde, Mélanie Thierry, Dominique Blanc and Catherine Mouezet
The collaboration between Auguste Maquet and Alexandre Dumas spanned from 1844 to 1851 and gave rise to the publication of seventeen novels, including THE THREE MUSKETEERS, THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, QUEEN MARGOT, LE VICOMTE DE BRAGELONNE, JOSEPH BALSAAMO, ANGE PITOU and others. Masterful works, all signed by the hand of Alexandre Dumas, yet Maquet would claim he wrote them in a lawsuit that took place in 1858. The court awarded him 25% authorship rights but denied him credit as co-author. One man would be enshrined in the Pantheon; the other would end up in an anonymous grave in Père-Lachaise cemetery, 54th division, Chemin Montsouls.

During the ten years of their wildly productive collaboration, Dumas constantly repeated that he couldn't do without Maquet! He spoke of him as “the man who works perhaps more than anyone in the world, rarely goes out, is rarely seen, rarely heard and excessively loyal in spirit.” The exact opposite of Dumas, and since opposites attract, they became inseparable. An infernal, co-dependent duo continually vacillating between love and hate. If Maquet was behind schedule, Dumas would panic: “I've run completely dry,” he wrote, “quick, give me a boost!” Or again: “What will happen to Maurevel? I need to know, so I won't be walking like a blind man.” When Maquet took time off to handle family business, Dumas suddenly felt powerless. The ghostwriter became the indispensable associate, breaking new ground, outlining the novels’ structures, researching, archiving, proposing plots and dialogue. The master eagerly seized these pages, which he called “drafts”, added a thousand details, rewrote the dialogue... and signed Alexandre Dumas.

At what point does an associate who can imitate to perfection become a true co-author? This is the question that would slowly eat away at their friendship. In the beginning of the idyllic period, Maquet rejected the very idea of a contract, deeming it unworthy of such a productive partnership. Word of honor sufficed for co-writing “half a million lines”! Ten years later, the ghostwriter tallied up the bill, realized he’d been cheated, and the divorce began.

When Frank Le Wita and Marc de Bayser, Producers at Film Oblige, offered me the chance to adapt SIGNÉ DUMAS, the cruel and funny stage play by Cyril Gelby and Eric Rouquette, I didn’t take long to answer. Having read a biographer’s comment that “the two men identified so completely with each other, so indistinguishable were their style and approach, that they could take each other’s place,” I thought it would be amusing if one day Maquet pretended to be the great Alexandre Dumas. That was the starting point for this tragicomedy. Of course, wanting to be someone else is a way of letting go of yourself, but for a man behind the scenes it’s also a possibility, for the short time he is mistaken for another, to believe he’s not just a “hack” but a master of words, an irresistible Don Juan, a revolutionary who will be stopped by nothing... at least in appearance.

Safy Nebbou immediately sized up the stakes of the imposture, both cinematographically and in the script: transforming the Château de Monte Cristo into an exotic baroque menagerie and imagining that when the masks fell away, the party would become an oriental costume ball, are not just decorative ideas, but real directorial choices. Since cinema is above all an art of illusion, in that game of hide and seek with truth, creating fiction was a challenge, as opposed to historical reenactment or what we call today a “biopic”. I always find it fascinating to see how a director who starts out with a “commission” can create an inspired and personal work of art.
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